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Rearrangement Inequalities and Duality Theory for 
a Semilinear Elliptic Variational Problem 
G. R. BURTON 
I. INTRODUCTION 
We are concerned with the existence of solutions to 
Au - iu = P(s),/‘(II(.Y)). .x E Q 
24 EHi,( sz ) I 
(BVP) 
on a domain Q in R” (N 3 2). Throughout we assume that 52 is Steiner- 
symmetric with respect to a finite family of linear subspaces J, ,..., J, of [w ’ 
such that Jf ,..., Jf are mutually orthogonal, and that Q has the cone 
property so the Sobolev Embedding Theorems hold for R. We take,f‘to be 
odd and increasing, and r to be a bounded positive measurable function 
that is symmetric decreasing with respect to J, ,..., J,. Let 3.,,> 0 be the 
greatest number satisfying 
for all II E H,‘,(Q) and take i. < j.,,. Let p satisfy 2 <p < cx if N= 2 or 
2<p<2N/(N-3) if Nb3, and let y ‘+p ‘= I. 
A variational functional for (BVP) is given by 
for all u E H,!,(Q), where F(s) = j;,,f’(r) dt. It is an easy consequence of the 
standard inequalities for rearrangements of functions that 
@(u*) d Q(u) (1) 
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where here, and subsequently, * denotes the operation of symmetric 
decreasing rearrangement with respect to J, ,..., J,. This inequality has been 
exploited by Stuart [9] to prove an existence theorem for nontrivial 
solutions of (BVP) in the case when f‘(s) = s 1.~1~ 2. 
Since @ is the difference of two convex functions, it fits into the context 




rG(v/r)-k jcj cKv 
for UE L”(R) where G is the conjugate convex function of F, and 
K: Ly(Q) --f HA(Q) is the inverse of -d -i. id. Our purpose here is to show 
that an inequality analogous to (1) holds for the dual functional Y also. 
THEOREM 1. With the ahow notation, .fiw all c E L”(Q) MY hu~v 
(i) SC) v*Kc* b SC2 vKv, 
(ii) J”a rG(u*/r) d SC2 rC(tllr), 
(iii) V’(L>*) d Y(r>). 
As an application of Theorem 1, we prove an existence theorem for 
(BVP) on an unbounded domain. 
THEOREM 2. With the ussumptions of’ the first parugruph of’ Section I, 
suppose thut ,f i.s .strictl?, increasing, und that F(s) .Y I’ is increasing and houn- 
ded mw~ from zero and ,fiwn i+ni!,’ ,fi)r positive s. Suppow that either 
Q = R” ;nd J; ,..., J; cIrc complementur~~ orthogonml .suhspuc~~.s in R”, or thrrt 
Q=@x R’% ‘) \lAere 0 is u hounded domcrin in R” und [w” x {o ), J: _..., J: 
ure complementor~~ orthogonul .suh.spuces of’ R ‘, Suppose r hus u positior 
iqfimum. Then Y has u nontrivial critical point L’(, E L”(Q) thrrt is s~nlmetric 
decreasing lr,ith rrspect to J, ,..., J, 
If’ u. = Ku,, E H,!,(Q) then u,, is .v,wunetric decreusing ,t,ith respwt to 
J, ,..., J, and .sutisfk.s 
almost everywhere in Q, kixhere ,J’(.s) denotes the closed intervul 
.f(.s) = 
1 
lim f’(t), lim ,f‘( t) 
I-s r-s+ 1 
When ,f‘ is continuous, the ug of Theorem 2 is a weak solution of (BVP), 
and u0 is nonnegative since UX = uO. A noteworthy feature of our duality 
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approach is that provided ,f is strictly increasing, Y is of class C’, even 
though @ is nonsmooth if ,f is discontinuous. Indeed, for continuous ,f’ a 
more direct approach to (BVP) has been given in [4], which contains 
references to other work on (BVP) on unbounded domains. Since we seek 
nonnegative solutions, we can assume ,f’(s) is only defined for s >, 0 with 
f(0) =O; then ,f can be extended as an odd function. Under our 
assumptions on Y and ,f the standard regularity theory shows that 
U()E w;&(Q) for each s > 1 and consequently uC, is continuously differen- 
tiable in Q. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is by means of a variant of the Mountain Pass 
Lemma. The translational symmetry of the domain ensures that the 
Palais-Smale compactness conditions fails for some r, including r E 1. This 
difficulty is overcome using a compactness property of the symmetric 
decreasing functions in H:,(Q) established by P. L. Lions [8]. 
2. DUALITY THEORY 
In view of the assumption 3. < R,, it follows that 
defines an equivalent norm on H:,(Q); throughout we use this norm 
exclusively on HA(Q) and we use ( , ) to denote the corresponding scalar 
product. Then we can write 
for u E HA(Q) which exhibits @ as the difference of two convex functions. 
For each u E Ly(0) there is a unique solution in H,!,(Q) of the equation 
and we denote this solution by Ku. We can characterize Ku as the unique 
minimizer over u E HA(Q) of the functional 
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which is norm continuous, coercive, and strictly convex. The linear 
operator K: LcY(Q) --, HA(Q) is bounded and symmetric in the sense that 
for all t’, w’ E Ly(Q). Integration by parts yields the formula 
for all c E L”(R). 
Let us recall some definitions from convex analysis, and summarize 
Toland’s duality theory [lo] in a form appropriate to the present problem. 
Let V and v’ be real vector spaces and let ( , ) be a real bilinear form on 
Vx v’ placing V and v’ in separating duality. If Y is a convex function on 
V with values in rW, the conjugate convex function CC?* of 9 is defined for 
L:E V’ by 
‘C?*(c)=sup (U, r)-??(u). 
,,t I 
When UE V and Y(u) is finite, the subdifferential of Y at u is defined by 
m(u)= (L'E V'1!~(,1,)3C~(u)+(,l,-u,L')V11.E vi. 
Toland considered a functional of the form 
where .9 and 9 are convex functions on V, and defined the dual functional 
on v’ to be 
A critical point of 9 - 9 was defined to be a point UE V for which 
B(u) n 8F(u) # a. If u is a critical point of 3 - 3 and tl E M(u) n ?F(u) 
it follows that UE c7’9*(t’) n C%*(U) so that 2: is a critical point of ‘3* - .F* 
and further 
(g* -3*)(u) = (9 -9)(u). 
If 9 and 3 are lower semicontinuous in the v’ topology on V, which is 
equivalent to requiring that F** =9 and 9** =Y, then the dual 
functional of Y* - 8* is B - 3, so critical points of Y* - ,F* give rise to 
critical points of 9 - 59 as above. 
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For our problem we take 
for all u E HA(Q) and u E L”(R), 
LEMMA 1. For all v E Ly(Q) we huve 
and further B* * = 9. 
Proqj: Since Ku is the minimizer over u E H,!,(Q) of 
F(u) - (u, v) 
it follows that 
using (2). 
For each real u the set A, = {U E Hb(Q)( Y(U) < x) is empty, or a 
singleton, or a closed ball in Hb(Q). Thus A, is weakly compact in H:)(B) 
and is therefore compact in all weaker topologies, including the L”(Q)- 
weak topology on HA(Q). Consequently .Y is lower semicontinuous in the 
L”(Q)-weak topology on HA(Q) and therefore 9** = 9. 
LEMMA 2. For nil v E L”(R) 11~ have 
Further Cg** = 9. 
9*(o) = c rG(c/r). R 
Proof. Fix VE Ly(Q). Since G is the conjugate convex function of F, 
from Chapter IX Proposition 2.1 of Ekeland and Temam [6] we have 
s rG( u/r) = sup i‘ uv - rF( u). R UELYIR) R 
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To complete the proof, it will suffice to show that the supremum above is 
the same when taken over test functions u on Q. This can be achieved by 
an elementary approximation argument which we omit. 
The proof that Y** = 59 is similar, without the need for approximation 
by test functions. 
3. REARRANGEMENTS AND THE PROOF OF THEOREM I 
Suppose J is an I-dimensional linear subspace of RN. An open set S c R” 
is Steiner-symmetric with respect to J if for almost every XE J the intersec- 
tion (X + J’) n S is empty, or an (N - /)-dimensional ball with centre .Y, or 
is the whole of x + J’. If u is a measurable function on R” and 
JXE RN 1 lu(x)[ 3 PC, j has finite measure for some fro> 0, the symmetric 
decreasing rearrangement of u with respect to J is a nonnegative 
measurable function U* such that, for each /J’ > 0 and almost every XE J, 
the set {y E J’ 1 u,(.u + y) 3 /I) is, apart from a set of measure zero, equal 
to the empty set, or to an (N - I)-dimensional ball with centre o, or the 
whole of J’ and has (N-/)-dimensional measure equal to that of 
{J’E J’ 1 Iu(x+J)[ >fi}. Then u.+ is unique, up to equality almost 
everywhere in RN. If Jo is a second linear subspace of RN and JL is 
orthogonal to J’, then for any function u symmetric decreasing Lith 
respect to J,, the function u* is symmetric decreasing with respect to Jo 
and J. Nevertheless, the operations of symmetric decreasing rearrangement 
with respect to J, and J do not commute. 
Let us use * to denote the operation of symmetric decreasing 
rearrangement with respect to all of J, ,..., J, in some order, which yields 
functions that are symmetric decreasing with respect to all of J, ,..., J,. The 
following inequalities are standard, provided the left-hand integrals exist 
and the rearrangements exist: 
I J 
u2= p (u*)‘. 
R n 
(5) 
Inequality (3) follows from Theorem 3.4 of Brascamp, Lieb, and Luttinger 
[2]. A neat proof of (4) can be given by the argument used in the Appen- 
dix of Lieb [7], and (5) is elementary. It can be shown that * is a con- 
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tinuous operation of Ly(Q) into itself. If u E H,!,(Q) it can be shown that 
U* E N;(Q) also, and from (4) and (5) it follows that 
lIu*l/ G Ilull. (6) 
Observe that F is even, and increasing on [0, x) so F(u)* = F(u*). Now 
from (3) and (6) we obtain 
.F-(u*) < 3(u) (7) 
Y(u*) 3 9(u) (8) 
for u E HA(Q), and hence (1). 
A nonnegative measurable function g on Q is called symmetric increasing 
with respect to J,,..., Jk if for each 1 <id k and almost every SE J, the 
function g(x + y) is spherically symmetric in .V and increasing in /.r for 
J’E J;‘. 
LEMMA 3. Let g he symmetric increasing with respect to J,,..., J, on R, 
and let u be a nonnegative measurahle,function on Q,for ivhich II* is dejined. 
Then 
L c “1:3 u*g. R 
Proqf: First consider the case when g is essentially bounded, with 
/( gl/ I = M and UE L’(Q). Then (M-g)* = M-g so from (3) we obtain 
j/o-g)Gj u*(M-g:). R 
We have 
hence 
L J ug 3 u*g. R 
Now consider the general case. For each natural number n and .u~sZ let 
u,,(-x) = 
{ 
minfn, u(x)} if I-Yl<n 
0 if 1x1 3n 




and h L h% fs,, > are increasing sequences with pointwise limits U, u*, 
g, respectively, so the result follows from the monotone convergence 
theorem. 
LEMMA 4. Let V and v’ be vector spaces qf Lehesue measurable 
,fimctions on Sz that are in duality by (u, v) = In uv and which ure closed 
under *. 
(i) Suppose I: V + R is any,functionul thut sutisjes I(u*) < Z(u),for UN 
UE V. Then I*(v*)>I*(v),for all VE V’. 
(ii) Suppose I: V -+ R! is any strictly convex ,functionul that satkfies 
I(u*) < I(u) for all u E V. If u E V and there exists v E al(u) such that v* = v 
then u*=u. 
Proqf: To prove (i) consider CE V’. We are finished if I*(v) = --m; 
therefore suppose there is a number a with - r/; < u < I*(v). We can choose 
UE V with 
(u, v)-Z(u)>u. 
From (3) and the assumption I(u*) 6 1(u) we then have 
(u*, a*) - I(u*) 3 (u, v) - I(u) 
and hence I*(v*) > a. Therefore Z*(v*) 2 I*(c). 
To prove (ii) consider u E V and suppose u E Cl(u) satisfies P* = v. Now M 
minimizes the functional 
I( 12’) - (M’, 2’) 
over M’ E V and by strict convexity u is the unique minimizer. Now from (3) 
and the assumption Z(u*) d Z(u) we have 
z(u*) - (u*, v)<I(u)-(4 VI 
since v* = v. The uniqueness of the minimizer now ensures u* = II. 
LEMMA 5. Let VE LY(R). Then Ia v*Kv* 3 lo VKV. Further if v* = v then 
(Ku)* = Ku. 
Proof: The inequality follows from (7) and Lemmas 1 and 4. As above, 
Ku minimizes the functional 
F(u) - (u, v) 
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over u E HA(B). Hence o E cY~(Ku) and since 9’ is strictly convex, it follows 
from Lemma 4 that 
(Ku)* = Ku. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Part (i) is contained in Lemma 5. 
To prove (ii) assume G takes no infinite values and fix u E L”(Q). 




r(x) G(o(.~)/r(x)) I~.K = j
R 
r(x) c,f” f G( y/r(s)) dy dx 
I 
=J s 
(-( 1 I 
G’( y/r(x)) dy dx 
R 0 
where for (x, y) E Q x (0, m) we define 
if I’< v(.Y) 
otherwise. 
For 1 6 id k let J,? denote the sum of Jj with R”’ in RN+ ‘. Then xI L = x,* 
the symmetric decreasing rearrangement of x[ with respect to f;t ,..., J: 
Since G’(y/r(x)) is a symmetric increasing function of .Y for each y > 0 we 
have 
by Lemma 3. In the case when G takes the value + CC we can write G as 
the limit of an increasing sequence of nonnegative, even, finite-valued con- 
vex functions and deduce the result by the monotone convergence theorem. 
Finally, (iii) is immediate from (i) and (ii). 
Remark. We have not been able to find a “duality” proof of 
?J*(u*) d Y*(v) from (8). 
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4. THE MOUNTAIN PASS LEMMA AND THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
The following weak form of the Mountain Pass Lemma of Ambrosetti 
and Rabinowitz [ 1 ] applies when the Palais-Smale compactness condition 
is not assumed. More detailed information on the existence of 
approximately critical points is obtained, and the proof is a modification of 
the argument given in [ 11. This result is analogous to a result obtained for 
minimisation problems by Ekeland [S]. 
LEMMA 6. Let X be a Banach space, let I be u real C’ ,finctional on A’, 
let e, and e, he two points qf X, and dqfine 
%“= {hEC([O, l],X)jh(O)=r,, and h(l)=e, ) 
c’ = ,!;; sup Z(h( [0, 1 ] )). 
Suppose c > max { Z(e,), I(eI 11. [f E>O and hi% satisfies 
sup Z(h( [0, 1 I)) < c + E then there is a u E X satisfjing 
Proof: Choose by (0, E) and CXE (0, 1) such that 6 < (.-max{/(e,,), 
Z(e,)} and sup I(h( [0, 1 I)) < c + a’&. Define 
W= ~~EXIC--<Z(u)<~+~,dist(u,/7([0, I]))<&; 
WO= {u~XJc--~Sd/(~)~~+~*&,dist(~, h([O, l]))<cc&). 
We show that W contains a u satisfying IlZ’(u)l/ < $. Suppose this is false, 
so llT(u)ll >J for all UE W. A standard construction using 
pseudogradient vectors shows there exists a locally Lipschitz vector field 
U: X -+ X that satisfies 
u(u) = 0 VUEX\W 
lldu)ll G 1 V’UE wjw, 
Il4u)ll = 1 V’UE w, 
(,‘(U)? u(u)) 3 a Ilr(u)ll II o(u)ll VMEX. 
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The flow q,(u) of the differential equation 
is then defined and continuous for all (t, u) E [w x A’, all points of fl W are 
fixed points of q,, and I is decreasing along trajectories of q,. 
Write 
h,Cs) = %,cM~)) 
for all .Y E [IO, 11. Then h, E % and for all s E [0, 1 ] we have 
If ~,(u)E W,, for some (t, U) then at (1, U) we have 
$4v,(u)) d --s[ J. (9) 
Consider SE [0, 11 with I(h(s))>c. If A,(.~)$ W,, then Z(h,(s))<c-~‘6, 
whereas if h,(s) E W, then q,(/z(s)) E W. for 0 d t d c( & so from (9) 
Z(h,(.s)) d I(h(.s)) - (a JI,’ < C’. 
Thus sup Z(h ,( [IO, 11)) < c’ contradicting the definition of c. This completes 
the proof. 
We need the following compactness result, which is a special case of 
Theorem III.2 of P. L. Lions 181. 
LEMMA I. Let C he u set offunctions on 52 that ure s~~mmetric decreas- 
ing irith respect to J, ,..., J, und ti,hich is bounded in H:,(Q). If R, J, ,..., J, 
sati~fj the ussumption in Theorem 2, then C is relutivel?~ compact in L”(Q). 
Proqf ef Theorem 2. We are assuming that F is an even strictly convex 
function having superlinear growth at infinity, and that F(0) = 0. The con- 
vex conjugate G is therefore an even C’ convex function defined 
throughout R satisfying G(0) =0 and the derivative g of G is an odd 
increasing continuous function satisfying g o.f= id w. The assumption that 
60 t p is increasing and bounded away from zero and infinity for positive 
t ensures that ,f(t) t >,pF(t) for t E R and that there are positive M, and Mz 
with 
M, /.sI” < G(s) d M, 1.~1” (10) 
g(s) s d qG(s) (11) 
for all s E R. 
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It now follows that Y is a C’ functional on Ly(Q). If we identify the dual 
space of L4(Q) with Lp(Q), and take into account the embedding 
HA(Q) -+ Lp(Q), we obtain 
Y'(u)=g(u/r)-Ku 
for all u E Ly(Q). Since q < 2 there exist positive p and G such that 
From (2) we have 
s uKu= lIKull'>O (12) R 
for nonzero UE Ly(Q), hence ul(cru) -+ -cc as !I --t co. We can therefore 
choose eELY(Q) with e* =e such that Y’(e) <O and lleJl,> r~. Define 
%?= (h~C([0, I], LY(Q))Ih(0)=o and h(l)=rJ 
c = f;f sup Vh( CO, 11)). 
Then from ( 11) we have c >/ pay > 0. 
Choose a sequence (E,,} of positive numbers tending to zero, and a 
sequence {A,, } in %’ with sup Y’(h,,( [0, 11)) < c + E,,. For each n define h: 
by /z,T(s) = (h,,(s))* for 0 <S < 1. By the continuity of * on 154(Q) we have 
h: E ‘$7 and from Theorem 1 we have 
sup VU CO, 11)) 6 SUP W,,( co, 11)). 
Hence by Lemma 6 there is a sequence {u,, ) in Ly(Q) satisfying 
c-q,< Y(u,,)<c+c,, 
II ~‘(u,,)ll < Jc 
(13) 
(14) 
,jyL, II~n-~,T(~)ll <Jz . . 
for each n. Choose u’,, E h,T( [0, 11) to satisfy 
I/‘+‘,, - u,,II <A. (15) 
Next we show {u,, } is bounded in L”(Q). The argument is a modification 
of Lemma 3.6 of [ 11. From (14) we have 
-& l/“J/4QJ^,gb~,,/~)L’- u,Ku&,, llully (16) R 
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for u E Ly(Q). Putting v = v,, in (16) we obtain 
-& Ilv,,l14G[ g(v,,lr) v,,-[ v,,K~,,<& Il~‘,,ll, (17) R R 
and from (13) we obtain 
(18) 
From (11) (17), and (18) we now obtain 
(2 - 9) j rG(v,,lr) 6 j (2rG(v,,lr) -g(v,,lr) v,,) R R 
~2c+&,+& IIL’,,II,,. 
Writing A and B respectively for the infimum and supremum of Y we now 
have 
c-q)AB--qM, ll~,,/l::~2~+2~,,+Jc /Ic’,,/I’, 
and since 1 < q < 2 this ensures that {v,, ) is bounded in Ly(Q). 
From (15) it now follows that {\v,, 1 is bounded in LY(R), and 
therefore { Kw ,) ) is bounded in HA(Q). Since (KM.,,)* = Kw,, by Lemma 5, it 
follows from Lemma 7 that (KM!,, f is relatively compact in L”(Q). Observe 
that {v E Lq(Q)I v* = v} is weakly closed, being norm closed and convex. 
We can therefore choose a strictly increasing sequence {I} of positive 
integers and V,,E Ly(Q) with OX = vg, such that M’,,(,~ --fv(, weakly in L”(Q) 
and Kw,,,,, + Ku, strongly in L”(Q). Using (15) we now have c,,(,, + vg 
weakly in Ly(Q), with Ku,,,,, + Ku,, weakly in Hh(.Q) and Ku,,(,) + Ku,, 
strongly in L”(Q). From (14) we have 
R(v,,,;,) -+ Ku, strongly in L"(Q). (19) 
We now argue as in the proof of Theorem I.10 of B&is and Nirenberg 
[3]. Since g is increasing we have 
j (dvlr) -s(v,,/r))(v - v,,) 3 0 R 
for all v E Ly(sZ). Passing to the limit through the subsequence {n(j)) and 
using ( 19) we obtain 
1 k(vlr) - Kv,)(v - II”) 20. R 
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We now exploit a device due to G. Minty. Taking v = v0 + tw in the above 
inequality, for any t > 0 and U’E L”(Q) we obtain 
I (g((v,+tw)/r)--v,)M:~O. R 
From (lo), (11) and the continuity of g, this yields 
(g(v”/r)-Kuo) M’>O 
for all IV E Ly(Q). Hence 
g(hlr) = Ku0 
so u0 is a critical point of !P. 
Next we show that Y(vO) = c. We have 
i 
V ,,(i, Ku,,,,, -+ ~0%. 
R s R 
From (19) and (20) we obtain 
g(u,,f,,lr) + g(v,lr) strongly in L”(Q). 
For all real s we have 
G(s) + F(g(s)) = sg(s). 
Hence using (22) we obtain 
i‘ rG(v,,c,,lr) = n i 12 
v,zc,l g(L~dr) - jc2 rflg(v,,,,,lr)) 
-+ j vog(volr) - R jQ rOg(dr)) = jD rG(vdr). 
In conjunction with (21) this ensures that 




and therefore ul(u,) = c. Now v0 is the required nontrivial critical point of 
!P satisfying vo* = vO. 
Write u0 = Ku,. Then U: = U, from Lemma 5. From (20) we obtain 
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for almost every 5 E Q, so 
almost everywhere in Q. 
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